Trade Press Release
Three new CAE-built MH-60R tactical operational flight trainers
enter service for United States Navy
Tampa, Fla., USA, June 18, 2014 – (NYSE: CAE; TSX: CAE) – CAE USA today announced that
over the past few months, three new MH-60R tactical operational flight trainers (TOFT) built by
the company for the United States Navy have been declared ready-for-training and entered
service for the Navy.
One of the MH-60R TOFTs entered service at Naval Air Station (NAS) Jacksonville, another
entered service at Naval Station (NS) Mayport, and the third entered service at Marine Corps
Base Hawaii (MCBH), formerly Marine Corps Air Station, Kaneohe Bay. All three MH-60R TOFTs
are fixed-based simulators that are used to train pilots, co-pilots and sensor operators in the
complete range of missions flown by the MH-60R helicopter.
“We are pleased to continue our relationship with the U.S. Navy on the MH-60 Seahawk
program,” said Ray Duquette, President and General Manager, CAE USA. “The Navy is
increasingly leveraging synthetic training to cost-effectively train and prepare aircrews for mission
success, and CAE is honored to play a role in delivering the high-fidelity simulators required to
meet their training requirements.”
In addition to these three new MH-60R TOFTs that entered service for the Navy, CAE USA also
recently delivered an MH-60R/S TOFT to Naval Air Facility Atsugi, Japan. This simulator is the
first-of-its-kind and is reconfigurable between the MH-60S and MH-60R helicopter platforms. It is
currently undergoing installation and integration testing, and will be ready-for-training later this
summer.
CAE USA is the prime contractor responsible for the design and manufacture of MH-60R TOFTs
as well as MH-60R avionics maintenance trainers for the Navy. CAE USA is also the prime
contractor responsible for delivering a range of MH-60S Sierra training systems to the Navy.
About CAE
CAE is a global leader in providing comprehensive training solutions based on world-leading
simulation technology and integrated training services. The company employs 8,000 people at
more than 160 sites and training locations in 35 countries. Our vision is to be our customers'
Partner of Choice and we take a long-term approach to customer relationships. We offer our civil
aviation and defence and security customers a complete range of highly innovative product,
service and training centre solutions designed to help them meet their mission critical needs for
safety, efficiency and readiness. We provide similar solutions to customers in healthcare and
mining. CAE has the largest installed base of civil and military flight simulators, supported by a
range of after-sales services, and has been serving the needs of its customers for nearly 70
years. We have the broadest training services network in the world and offer civil aviation, military
and helicopter training services in 67 locations worldwide and train more than 120,000 civil and
military crewmembers annually. www.cae.com
Follow us on Twitter @CAE_Inc and @CAE_Defence
- 30 A high-resolution photo is available on our website at www.cae.com/photos.

Caption: CAE recently delivered three MH-60R Tactical Operational Flight Trainers to the U.S.
Navy, including this one now in-service at Naval Air Station Jacksonville.
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